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The Social Development of the KingdomThe Social Development of the Kingdom

of Kravinkis is conceptualized by theof Kravinkis is conceptualized by the

understanding of the dimensions andunderstanding of the dimensions and

vision strictly for the economic growthvision strictly for the economic growth

in the Monarchy, which adds to thein the Monarchy, which adds to the

well-being and rights of each citizen.well-being and rights of each citizen.

The Kingdom of Kravinkis

SocialDevelopmentand citizenship
 



 The educational method includes teaching, training,The educational method includes teaching, training,
storytelling, discussion and targeted research.storytelling, discussion and targeted research.

Education is the process of facilitating learning or acquiringEducation is the process of facilitating learning or acquiring
knowledge, skills, values, beliefs and habits.knowledge, skills, values, beliefs and habits.

 

EDUCATIONEDUCATION  



 

Health is a state of well-being that the Kingdom of Kravinkis isHealth is a state of well-being that the Kingdom of Kravinkis is
concerned about and has a duty to, in providing all the necessaryconcerned about and has a duty to, in providing all the necessary
attention and procedure aimed at each person who needs it, soattention and procedure aimed at each person who needs it, so

that they will not suffer from serious illnesses or situations ofthat they will not suffer from serious illnesses or situations of
risk. . All to provide the best for the people, whatever the needrisk. . All to provide the best for the people, whatever the need

for serious or light risk.for serious or light risk.



It is of great importance to provide food, provide renewedIt is of great importance to provide food, provide renewed
supply to keep the people with the nutrients needed by thesupply to keep the people with the nutrients needed by the

body, health, in times of difficulty, poverty, misery andbody, health, in times of difficulty, poverty, misery and
everything that is necessary, so that they do not haveeverything that is necessary, so that they do not have

hunger and malnutrition.hunger and malnutrition.

FEEDINGFEEDING



The collective labor law, on the other hand, is conceptualized as "the set of norms that consider
employees and employers collectively gathered, mainly in the form of union entities". It is, therefore,

about union organizations, their structure, their relationships representing professional and
economic categories, collective conflicts, among others.

First, there is a distinction between the individual branch and the collective branch of labor law. We
have the individual right to work, which governs individual relationships, having as subject the

employee and the employer and the provision of subordinate work, by individual, in a non-
contingent, paid and personal way.

 

JOBJOB



 

The right to housing is basically the right to have a home. This question may
seem trite to someone who has already established a home of their own;

whether the house is owned or rented. But housing, property, housing are
problems and issues dealt with historically in various spheres, from legal to

governmental, including medicine. The Kingdom of Kravinkis has been forming
projects and actions in light of this and everything that provides a better life for

citizens .

HOMEHOME



Everyone has the right to rest and leisure,Everyone has the right to rest and leisure,
especially to a reasonable limitation on theespecially to a reasonable limitation on the

duration of work and periodic paid vacations”.duration of work and periodic paid vacations”.
This is one more premise to guarantee humanThis is one more premise to guarantee human

rights.rights.

LEISURELEISURE



In addition to these two meanings, providence also meansIn addition to these two meanings, providence also means
early caution, an action taken in advance to prevent a situation,early caution, an action taken in advance to prevent a situation,

thus being synonymous with precaution, caution, foresight.thus being synonymous with precaution, caution, foresight.

Social organization system in which the State guarantees freeSocial organization system in which the State guarantees free
access to health, education and other services.access to health, education and other services.

SOCIAL SECURITYSOCIAL SECURITY



on improvements in maternal health.on improvements in maternal health.

The purpose of this protection is to protect theThe purpose of this protection is to protect the
the health of the mother and her son or daughter, as well as protecting the workerthe health of the mother and her son or daughter, as well as protecting the worker

of any discrimination based on her motherhood. The protection ofof any discrimination based on her motherhood. The protection of
Motherhood contributes to the achievement of three Millennium Development GoalsMotherhood contributes to the achievement of three Millennium Development Goals

(MDGs), adopted by member countries of the Nations(MDGs), adopted by member countries of the Nations
United Nations: MDG 3, on promoting gender equality and empowermentUnited Nations: MDG 3, on promoting gender equality and empowerment

of the women; MDG 4, related to the reduction of child mortality; and MDG 5,of the women; MDG 4, related to the reduction of child mortality; and MDG 5,

MATERNITYMATERNITY
PROTECTIONPROTECTION



Empathy, Respect, Communication, Group Work, from the family nucleus to the schoolEmpathy, Respect, Communication, Group Work, from the family nucleus to the school
environment.environment.

For the child to develop fully, it needs to be stimulated in different ways: physical,For the child to develop fully, it needs to be stimulated in different ways: physical,
psychological, affective, cognitive and social. These aspects are present in the everydaypsychological, affective, cognitive and social. These aspects are present in the everyday

experiences of human beings. Therefore, if any of these areas fail, child development as aexperiences of human beings. Therefore, if any of these areas fail, child development as a
whole may be impaired.whole may be impaired.

Social development prepares the child to interact with other people, based on theSocial development prepares the child to interact with other people, based on the
construction of the following skills:construction of the following skills:

INFANCYINFANCY



The Social Right to Assistance to the Homeless, establishes that socialThe Social Right to Assistance to the Homeless, establishes that social
assistance will be provided to those who need it, regardless of contributionassistance will be provided to those who need it, regardless of contribution

to social security.to social security.

Integrated set of initiatives of the Monarchical Powers and the Kingdom,Integrated set of initiatives of the Monarchical Powers and the Kingdom,
aimed at ensuring the rights related to health, welfare and social assistance.aimed at ensuring the rights related to health, welfare and social assistance.

ASSISTANCE TOASSISTANCE TO
THE HELPLESSTHE HELPLESS
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